Epubsoft Ebook Converter
It is the best ebook converter! You can easily convert EPUB, PDF, AZW, MOBI ebooks to other
formats through it! Then you can enjoy reading your ebooks on any device. It supports the current
mainstream ebook e-reader formats, for example: EPUB, MOBI, AZW, PDF and so on. It is
convenient for you to convert epub to pdf, or mobi format to txt. By using this software, only
minutes of waiting, you can sync the converted books to other e -readers, such as iPad, Kobo, Sony
Reader, Android , etc.
Platform: WinXP / Win2003 / Vista / Win7

Key Features
It also provides a lot of convenient and fast functions.

Convert various formats easily.
Just click the mouse, you can easily start all the formats conversion, no matter they are with drm
protections or drm free.

Batch conversion, Saving your time.
This tool supports batch processing, you can convert more than 50 ebook files at one time.

Quickly add the files to the list.
It supports files drag and drop, you can drag the directory or multiple ebook files (EPUB, MOBI, AZW, PDF,
etc.) directly to the program window, then it will read all the ebook files automatically.

Cover Preview
It also has the ebook cover preview function, after clicking the ebook, you will see the ebook cover on the
left.
Keys: Epubsoft Converter Ultimate, ebook converter, convert ebook

Screenshots



How to convert ebook formats with ease ?
1. First. Click the "Add ebooks" button to add the ebook files which you would like to convert. You can also
drag the files into the main window, then the files will be added automatically.
2. Click the Button on the left panel to choose the output format you want.
3. Click the "Convert Now" button to start converting.
4. Just wait a moment, and click the "Open" button to view the converted files.
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